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‘iittle ships’W the coJevolution of technological
capabilities and industrial dynamics in competing
innovation networks
oichard Blundel
Abstract
oecent agendaJsetting exercises in the national innovation systems and industrial dynamics
literatures have highlighted the unresolved methodological challenges faced by those seeking
to explore the innovation process in a coJevolutionary perspective.  The paper seeks to
contribute to this debate by drawing upon the research methods and presentational
conventions of business historians.  The empirical study concerns the emergence of radical
innovations in the design and manufacture of sailing dinghies in midJ2Mth century Britain.
This period saw the displacement of smallI highly localised firms engaged in traditional craft
practices by a new generation of designersI manufacturers and promoters in pursuit of volume
production.  The findings are presented in the form of a historical narrativeI contrasting the
configurations and dynamics of two competing innovation networks in this sector.  ft shows
how actors in each network drew differently on newlyJavailable platform technologiesI probes
their distinctive approaches to designI manufacturing and marketingI and assesses their
longerJterm impact on the sector.  The concluding section relates the findings to the
previouslyJdiscussed theoretical constructs and reflects on the potential contribution of
historicallyJinformed methodologies.
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fntroducing this journal’s special issue on ‘frontiers of research in industrial dynamics and
national systems of innovation’I pornnJcriese E2MMMF reflected on the agenda of the fieldI
noting the various ways that researchers had sought to tackle the observed heterogeneity in
industrial innovation processes and outcomes.  The author drew particular attention to the
profound methodological implications of this agendaI notably the conceptual and empirical
challenges that arise when we attempt to examine these processes at multiple levels of
analysis Eibid. SJ8I cf. Barnett and Burgelman N99SI iewin and solberda N999F.  lver the
past two decadesI contributors to the field have revealed new insights at various levels of
analysisI refining our understanding of innovation as an interactive and coJevolutionary
process EClark N98TI bdquist N99TI bdwards 2MMMI iundvall N992I N999I kooteboom 2MMMF.
fnterJorganisational networks have emerged as an important strand in this literature.
bmpirical and conceptual studies have tackled many facets of the networks and innovation
axisI drawing on the seminal insights of oichardson EN9T2FI iundvall EN98RF and creeman
EN99NF.  The intervening years have also seen the proliferation of a diverse interJ
organisational networks literature in related fields such as organisation studies Ee.g. drandori
and poda N99RI bbers N999F.  eoweverI there are still important gaps in our understanding.
As the authors of a recent wideJranging review of the innovation literature have notedI
network configuration and network dynamics are two areas in need of further clarification
through appropriate empirical researchW
‘The evidence suggests that there is considerable ambiguity and contestation in the literature regarding
appropriate network configurations for successful innovation.  thile networking configurations are clearly
contingent upon factors such as sectorI type of innovation Eradical vsW incremental; product vsW processFI far more
systematic research needs to be conducted in this area.  By recognising that networks are inherently dynamicI
research could benefit from adopting a longitudinal approach.’ Emittaway et al. 2MM4W PRF
The present paper seeks to contribute to this aspect of the research agenda through a
longitudinal examination of coJevolutionary processes in two competing innovation networks.
fn doing soI the study draws on the research methods and presentational style of the business
historianI which may be unfamiliar to some scholars in the field of industrial dynamics.  The
historical narrative probes the contrasting configurations and dynamics of two competing
innovation networks that helped to transform small boat building in postJwar Britain.  ft
shows how actors in each network drew differently on the platform technologiesI probes their
distinctive approaches to designI manufacturing and marketingI and traces their longerJterm
impact on the sector.  The empirical section is prefaced by a short reflection on the potential
contribution of historical approaches to the emerging multiJlevel and coJevolutionary research
agenda.  The concluding discussion draws together the main themes of the study and reflects
on the potential contribution of historical methodologies in addressing this research agenda.
‘ClJbslirTflkAov’ AkAivpfp Aka Teb Brpfkbpp efpTlofAk
oecent empirical studies within the national systems of innovation EkpfF and industrial
dynamics fields have investigated the ways that contextJspecific resources and capabilities
emerge and persist over time Ee.g. Maskell et al. N998I iorenzen N998F.  The increasing
emphasis on multiJlevel and coJevolutionary analyses has been interpreted by leading figure
as an important strength of the kpf approachI notably in the defence that they provide against
reductionist and determinist modes of explanation.  cor exampleI iundvall EN992F has argued
that one of the major results of the kpf analysis has been to reveal patterns of
P‘interdependence and coJevolution’ involving specific sets of interJfirm networksI industrial
sectors and institutional contextsW
‘This opens up an analysis of the coJevolution of specialized competencies and institutions that is more ended
than a scheme where it is assumed that the institutional setJup determines the characteristics of the national
business system.’ Eiundvall N999W S8 J emphasis addedF
The agendaJsetting paper by pornnJcriese E2MMMW 9F has reinforced this positionI identifying
‘the coJevolution of technology Eincluding technological capabilitiesFI and industry
Eespecially innovation dynamics and competitionF’ as one of five issuesI ‘at the cutting edge’
of the kpf field.  The term ‘coJevolution’ was derived from biologyI where it refers to a
complex but nonJpurposive process of mutual adaptation between two distinct species.  ft can
be seen as both an extension of earlier evolutionary theorising in industrial economics
EAlchian N9RMFI and as a complement to subsequent applications at the level of the firm Ee.g.
kelson and tinter N982F.  To dateI researchers in the field of human organisation have
examined the coJevolutionary interplay between particular levels of analysisI such as firm
capabilitiesI interJfirm relationships and industry structures Eievinthal and Myatt N994FI or
individual knowledgeI firms and regional clusters Eeenry and minch 2MMMF. eoweverI as
several commentators have notedI the bold ambitions of coJevolutionary theorists have yet to
be matched in terms of substantive empirical studies Ecf. Barnett and Burgelman N99SI iewin
and hoza 2MMNF.  oesearchers have faced a number of challengesI including the collection of
longitudinal data in a way that allows for interactions to be traced across multiple levelsI the
analysis of this inherently rich and contextJspecific evidenceI and the presentation of findings
in a sufficiently concise and focused format.  Critics have argued that social scientific
approaches of various kindsI ranging from structural contingency theory to new growth
theoryI have struggled to capture the interplay between different levels of analysisI and thus to
shed light on the relationship between innovation processes and the geographical and
institutional contexts in which they take place EBest 2MMNI Clark 2MMPI ptorper and palais
N99TF.  pome studies have also paid insufficient attention to the defining characteristic of coJ
evolutionary processes in the social worldI whereby adaptation is a product of the subjective
perceptions and purposive Ei.e. strategicF behaviours of human actors Emenrose N9RPI Child
N99TI Montgomery N99RF.  fn summaryI there are strong grounds for concluding that the coJ
evolutionary research agenda would benefit from some new methodological combinations Ecf.
iewin and hoza 2MMNW vF.  More specificallyI research methods need to accommodate data
that is sufficiently ‘rich’ to open up the details of particular innovation processesI while
remaining open to abstraction and analysis.  lne solution proposed by innovation scholars is
to adopt a ‘twinJtrack’ approachI with historicallyJinformed description acting as a necessary
preJcondition for more sophisticated abstraction EMathews 2MMNF. N This argument is
supported by a wider call for a more historicallyJinformed perspectives to be introduced into
organisational research Ee.g. hieser N994I oowlinson and mrocter 2MM4F. eoweverI in order to
bring these two tracks togetherI it becomes necessary to address the longJstanding
methodological tensions between history and social science.  fn the late N9th centuryI the
Methodenstreit Ei.e. ‘battle over methods’F rehearsed many of the arguments regarding the
contrasting research traditions.  ft also generated a pioneering synthesis in the form of
teber’s sozialökonomik Ei.e. ‘social economy’F Eteber xN92N] N9T8FI which had a
considerable impact on pchumpeter’s later work on innovation and entrepreneurship
Epchumpeter N9R4I pwedberg N99NW 8PJ89F.  aespite these early examplarsI social scientists
N pimilarlyI in the case Abernathy’s seminal work on the automobile industry in the rpAI it is possible to detect
a distinct shift from the aJhistorical linearity of this leading innovation scholar’s sector ‘life cycle’ model
towards a tentatively historicized account EClark and Blundel 2MMRF.
4have continued to question the status of historical methods in organisational researchI while
business historians have debated the extent to which their discipline should incorporate
explanatory theory Ee.g. Cole N9R9I eannah N984I iee N99MF. A full account of these debates
is beyond the scope of the present paper.  eoweverI it is clear that business historians have
made substantive contributions to theory in recent years.  These scope of these studies ranges
from ambitiousI overJarching analyses development of industrial capitalism Ee.g. Chandler
N99MI cligstein EN99MFI to more more detailed applications and critiques of particular
theoretical formulations Ee.g. pabel and Zeitlin’s EN99TF collection of studies on historical
alternatives to mass productionI and iazonick’s EN99NF critique of the tilliamsonian
transactions costs modelF.  fn one of the most convincing defences of the empiricallyJbased
approach of the business historianI dourvish EN99RF has argued that it has become an essential
element in an interJdisciplinary research process.  ee stresses the explanatory potential of the
historical case studyI when properly formulatedI with an awareness of available theoryW
‘lf courseI we need a blend of theory and empiricismI but this does not negate the value of the single case in
stimulating debateI or in helping to develop general theoretical statements about business structures and soicoJ
economic processes.’ Edourvish N99RW NPF
This is the approach adopted in the present paperI which seeks to address specific issues of
theoretical interest within the coJevolutionary research agendaI notably the relationship
between network configurationsI network dynamics and the development of technological
capabilities.  ft does so by relating the relevant theories to empirical evidenceI which is
presented in the form of a business historical case study.  The research methodology for this
study is outlined in the following section.
obpbAoCe MbTelalildv
The empirical study draws on the research methods and presentational conventions of
business historians in order to address specific issues in the innovation and industrial
dynamics research agenda.  ft does not seek to represent the broad span of business historical
researchI nor is it proposed as a ‘model’ for historicallyJinformed innovation research.  The
aim is more modestI as an exploratory contribution to this onJgoing methodological debate. 2
The historical narrative focuses on two rival innovation networks that pioneered contrasting
approaches to the design and construction of small boats for a volume market.  This industry
sector that has attracted little previous attention from innovation researchersI so is interesting
in its own right Ecf. marsons and oose 2MMPF.  eoweverI its broader appeal as a research
subject derives from the simultaneous emergence of networks based on competing
technological capabilities in a particular geographic setting.  This provided the researcher with
an opportunity to conduct a comparative coJevolutionary studyI based around the
transformation of this industry sector from craftJbased to industrialJscale production methods.
The narrative traces the development of the two networks over an extended period between
the midJN94Ms to the mid N9SMs.  The multiple case study design adopted in this study has
been informed by gones’s E2MMNF coJevolutionary study of rival innovation networks in the
early American film industry.  fn this instanceI the main unit of analysis is the small boat
building industry sector in BritainI and the embedded units of analysis are the two networks
and their constituent actors EMiles and euberman N994I vin N994F.
2 Business history has not accumulated an extensive methodological literature.  cor recent reviews of the fieldI
seeW Clark and oowlinson E2MM4F and dourvish EN99RF.  bvans EN99TF offers an insightful defence of historical
research methods and findings in the face of postJmodernist critique.
RThe narrative was constructed using multiple methods and sources.  These included archival
data from sailing clubs and dinghy class associationsI industry reports and statisticsI historical
accounts and coverage of relevant issues in specialist publications.   bvidence from these
sources was clarified and interpreted through a combination of informal interviews with
sailing enthusiastsI responses to a call for information in a dinghy sailing magazine and
reflections on the researcher’s own prior experience as a member of the sailing community.
The possibility of bias was controlled through method and data triangulation Evin N994FI and
by making a conscious effort to read the various sources ‘against the grain’I recognising that
historical sources and contemporary respondents are actively involved in the construction of
their own rationalisationsI meanings and identities Ebvans N99TI pilverman N99PF.
The narrative is broadly chronological in structure.  The innovation networks are depicted in
two parallel accountsI providing an opportunity for readers to compare their respective
configurations and dynamics.  ft aims to follow the main conventions of historical writingI
which is characterised by a constant attention to verification against source materialsI
combined with an emphasis on the provisional nature of the resulting interpretations Ebvans
N99TW NM9F.  As a resultI the presentational style includes detailed interpretations of the
relevant historical eventsI with considerable attention being paid to their complexityI
uniqueness and contingency EClark and oowlinson 2MM4W P4PF.  The narrative is punctuated
by numerous direct quotations from archival materialI and is supported by quantitative data
and visual images.  There is also an extensive use of footnotes throughout the narrativeI a
technique that historians regard as essential for substantiatingI clarifying points and qualifying
the narrative.  The historical narrative is analysed with reference to the theoretical concepts
discussed in the introductionI concentrating on the configuration and dynamics of the two
networksI and their relationship with the prevailing institutional structures.
Teb efpTlofCAi kAooATfsb
‘iittle ships’W creating the modern sailing dinghy
The sailing of small boats or ‘dinghies’ emerged as a leisure activity in the late N9th century P.
barly sailing clubs adopted the practice of commissioning local builders to design a boat that
would be suitable for local sailing conditions Ee.g. riversI tidal estuaries or more exposed
coastal watersF.  As a resultI the number of boats of any individual class was limitedI while at
a national level there was a corresponding increase in the variety of boats sailed. 4 By the
early years of the 2Mth century there was a demand for less parochial dinghy designs that could
be used for national and international sailing competitions.  The vacht oacing Association
EvoAF responded by introducing ‘open’ or ‘development’ classesI an approach already wellJ
established in yacht racing.  The regulations governing development class were flexibleI
allowing designers to experiment with new layouts in order to improve racing performance.
This process was facilitated by an increasing number of dinghy sailing competitionsI or
‘regattas’I where sailors and designers from different parts of the country could meet to share
P pailing dinghies are small recreational boatsI which range from about Tft E2.NmF to N8ft ER.RmF in length.  They
can be differentiated from sailing yachts in various waysI including their reduced sizeI lower cost and in being
stabilised by a retractable centreboard Eor alternatively a daggerboardFI rather than a permanent keel.  The
expression ‘little ships’ is from a leading bnglish sailor and designer of the periodI rffa cox Ecox N9R9F.
4 The tater tagI sailed by members of an frish sailing club in aublin Bay from N88TI was the earliest oneJ
design class in burope.  This N4ft E4.PmFI clinkerJbuilt and unballasted craft with a centreboard was intended to
be both simple in design and affordable.  The tradition of local commissioning continued into the midJ2Mth
centuryI the tivenhoe lneJaesign EN9PRF being a late example EmhillipsJBirt N9T4W NNRJNNTI Trad Boat 2MM4F.
Stheir experiencesI and learn from rivals. R eoweverI this revolution in design and in sailing
competition was not matched by changes in materials or manufacturing methods.  rp to the
outbreak of the pecond torld tarI the British development classes were of a traditional Ei.e.
either ‘carvel’ or ‘clinker’F construction Ecigure NF.  Though the country’s leading designers
produced some highly refined dinghies – rffa cox’s design for the fnternational N4 class was
described by one informed commentator asI ‘the most superb examples of the boatbuilder’s
art ever to have appeared.’ EmhillipsJBirt N9T4W 2RMF – dinghy sailing remained a minority
recreational activityI serviced by highly localised boat builders and sail makers engaged in
craftJbasedI bespoke production. S
J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J
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eoweverI over a very short period immediately after the warI radical innovations in dinghy
design and manufacturing supplanted these longJestablished practices.  The industry was
transformed by new configurations of designersI manufacturers and marketersI applying novel
design principlesI technologicallyJadvanced materials and production processesI and modern
promotionI marketing and distribution techniques. They produced boats in unprecedented
quantitiesI and at much lower costs than their predecessorsI and so facilitated the emergence
of sailing as a massJparticipation sport.  fndustry data for the period are somewhat sketchyI
but ooyal vachting Association membership data provide some indication of the scale of
changeI both in terms of active participants and in the expansion in sailing clubs around the
country Ecigure 2F. T The narrative contrasts the development of two competing approaches
to industrialised manufacturingI which helped to fuel the growth of ‘affordable’ sailing. 8
J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J J
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Two routes to ‘affordable’ sailingW ‘hot moulding’ and ‘buildJherJyourself’
fn the immediate aftermath of warI there was a strong pentJup demand in the British
population for recreational activities such as sailingI but supply was severely constrained. 9
Britain’s preJwar fleets of traditional wooden yachts and dinghies had been laidJup for six
R rffa cox EN898JN9T2FI exemplified the phenomenon of increased mobility and its capacity to expand the
horizons of dinghy design and racing practice.  cor exampleI in N928I he sailed his ‘revolutionary’ planing
dinghyI the N4 foot E4.PmF AvengerI across the bnglish Channel to compete in a series of races Ecox N9P9F.  This
successful design came to dominate the fnternational N4 class in the interJwar period Ecox N9R9W 28JPTI mhillipsJ
Birt N9T4W 248J2RMF.
S mhillipsJBirt EN9T4W 248F recalled thatI ‘The estuariesI rivers and reservoirs were not dense with dinghies during
those xinterJwar] years.’  pee alsoI cox EN9R9W NJRF.
T fn March N949I and after considerable debateI the vacht oacing Association agreed to change its name to the
ooyal vachting Association EovAF.  The new name was chosen to reflect the organisation’s wider
responsibilitiesI which now included activities such as encouraging wider participation in sailing Ecairley N98PW
NNPF.
8 Though some contemporary commentators expressed doubt or concern over the rapid transition from craft to
industryI others highlighted the benefits of more ‘affordable’ sailingW ‘xf]deallyI each and every boat should be
tailorJmade to suit the needs of her owner.  And indeed this is pretty well what did happen until only a few years
ago.  fn the days when a man went down to the small builder whose yard was a timeJworn shed where the lane
petered out on a pebble beach he did just that – and had to pay for the privilege. x...]  eappilyI those days are
gone and nowI in modern factories with all the appearance of big businessI splendid little boats are built by the
thousand for the nation’s pleasure and profit.’ Eoayner N9SNW NMF
9 The desire to escape is reflected in many accounts of the periodI with comments such asI ‘fn the summer of
N94RI like so many othersI f was looking for a boat.’ ieather E2MM4W 44F.
TyearsI and many had fallen into disrepair.  The initial challenge of repairing or replacing this
fleet was exacerbated by statutory restrictions on the use of timber for nonJessential purposesI
shortages of other raw materials Ee.g. sailclothI paints and varnishesF and the priority given by
boatyards to commercial boat building and repair.  The currency was also substantially
devaluedI in comparison with the immediate preJwar period Ecox N9R9W NSF.  diven the
prevailing conditionsI dinghy designersI builders and sailing enthusiasts were quick to
recognise that there could be no nostalgic return to traditional carvel or clinker construction
methods.  This realisation stimulated a search for less expensive materials and production
technologies capable of meeting the expectations of the country’s muchJenlarged pool of
aspiring dinghy sailors.  The yachting establishment had first become aware of the potential of
mass production technologies during the pecond torld tarI when they were used in the
manufacture of military hardware.  At this timeI many had remained sceptical of their
application in boat building.  then the voA Council discussed the issue in the early N94MsI
one member wroteI ‘Mass production will no doubt reduce costs of small oneJdesign boats
but it is difficult to see where a sufficient number of purchasers will come from to make massJ
production possible or practicable.’ Epir tilliam cife xN94P]I quoted in cairley N98PW 94F.
The celebrated yacht designerI Charles kicholson echoed this viewI while also acknowledging
the potential for limited scale economies. NM eoweverI as peace returnedI the scale of the
productive opportunity became more apparent.  There were two simultaneous responses to the
challenge of building ‘affordable’ dinghies for the emerging massJmarket that drew on similar
platform technologies but applied them in distinctive ways.  lne response involved a reJ
application of sophisticated ‘hot moulding’ techniques that had previously been used in
aircraft manufacturing; this advanced technology enabled boat builders to mould marine
plywood with advanced adhesives to form a strongI lightweight and watertight shell.  The
other response involved a more straightforward combination of these materials with
simplified ‘chine’ construction techniques Ecigure NF. NN
fnnovation network EAFW eot moulding at cairey Marine
eot moulding was a new manufacturing processI which involved the shaping of plywood
sheets into threeJdimensional shapes.  iike its precursorI cold mouldingI the process was
pioneered in the aircraft industry in order to form strongI lightweight fuselages.  fn cold
mouldingI plywood strips were laid alternately in a concrete mould and saturated in casein
glue.  mressure was applied by inflating a rubber bag inside the sealed mould; after 24 hoursI
the bag was removed to reveal a smoothJsidedI bullet like shell.  eot moulding extended these
principles by exploiting the qualities of the new syntheticI thermoJsetting resins.  Advances in
the preparation processI notably the precision cutting of multiple veneers and the controlled
application of heat and higher atmospheric pressures in an autoclaveI contributed to
substantial reductions in production times and labour requirements.  fn additionI because the
veneers were thoroughly impregnated with waterproof adhesiveI the finished shells were
NM kicholson stated thatI ‘MassJproduction is not applicable to the limited demand for a oneJdesign voA class in
this country either for hulls or equipment.  As f understand itI assembly on mass production lines is in larger
factories passing along assembly lines.  ft can only be adopted when hundreds of one type are required. iimited
production Eas opposed to MAppJproduction is certainly possible.’ ECharles kicholson xN94P]I quoted in cairley
N98PW 94 – emphasis in originalF.
NN Marine plywood is a water resistant engineered wood first introduced by manufacturers in the rnited ptates in
the late N9PMs.  pynthetic adhesives such as phenolicJformaldehyde EmcF and ureaJformalde ErcF were developed
in the same period.  Their capabilities were demonstrated through wartime application in the plywood structures
of aircraftI such as the ae eavilland Mosquito Etood N9SPI AmA 2MM4I mep 2MM4I pAA 2MM4F.
8rendered ‘virtually rotJproof’. N2 The application of this innovative process to dinghy
construction was largely the product of a creative alliance between an established designer
and an entirely new type of small boat builderI in pursuit of high production volumes using
engineered wood.  oichard cairey’s companyI cairey AviationI was responsible for
manufacturing several military aircraftI including fightersI reconnaisance aircraft and torpedo
bombers.  The company operated three production facilities in BritainI including a site at the
mouth of the oiver eambleI adjacent to the polent.  auring the warI the eamble site
employed approximately 8MM people in the manufacture of aircraft and components.  auring
the interJwar years both oichard cairey and his Managing airectorI Colin ChichesterJpmithI
were keen yachtsmanI who had witnessed at first hand the steady progression towards smaller
racing yachts and the emergence of national and international dinghy classes.  They also faced
the pressing challenge of reJdeploying surplus manufacturing capabilities and assets.  fn the
late N94MsI the men founded a new subsidiaryI cairey Marine itdI located at the company’s
eamble site.  Their express intention was to exploit the parent company’s experience in the
volume manufacturing in order to produce a range of affordable sailing dinghies in hot
moulded marine plywood.  Charles CurreyI a friend of ChichesterJpmith and a former
llympic sailorI was recruited to assist in managing the new company.
The vacht oacing Association EvoAF played an important role in the initial promotion of hot
moulding.  barly in N94SI the voA ainghy Committee decided that there was an urgent need
for a smallI inexpensive dinghy suitable for young people. NP peveral peopleI including rffa
coxI were asked to submit a designI with the aim of getting it into production by the pummer.
ChichesterJpmithI who had close connections with the committeeI also contacted cox to
discuss possible designs. N4 cox wrote back to the committeeI offering the design for a N2ft
EP.TmF dinghy meeting its requirements.  eis proposal was based on the pea pwallowI a N9P8
oneJdesign class for team racing at Cambridge rniversityI modified for production in hot
moulded plywood.  fn a later recollectionI cox indicated that this connection to the old
universities meant that voA Committee members ‘had the advantage of having seen the boats
in action for some years’ Ecox N9R9W NTI cairley N98PW 98J99F. fn March N94SI ChichesterJ
pmith was able to report to the committee that his company could have six prototypes ready
by the beginning of April.  The committee approved the design on 4th April N94SI agreeing a
price of £SR Eapproximately NMM burosF plus purchase tax.  ft marked the beginning of a long
and productive relationship between the celebrated designer and the aspiring volume
manufacturer.  cairey Marine’s new dinghy embodied the company’s aviation heritage.  cor
exampleI at the outsetI the company made pragmatic use of military surplus birch plywood for
the hulls; it also produced around NMM of its early boats with aluminium decksI due to a
shortage of Smm marine grade plywood.  The masts were fabricated in rolled aluminiumI a
relatively new technology that had previously been applied to the wing sections of aircraft.
cairey Marine sourced these masts from Tony oeynoldsI an old aviation contact. NR As if to
N2 auring the N9RMsI cairey Marine demonstrated the durability of the hot moulded hull by embedding an
unvarnished cirefly in mud for several years.  lnce retrievedI cleaned and reJriggedI it was raced successfully.
NP The ainghy Committee also expressed a clear preference for a hot moulded dinghyW ‘ff moulded ply
construction were available the boat should be round bilged butI if notI it would have to be hardJchine and
possibly built of ply’ Ecairley N98PW 98F.
N4 The company’s close involvement in the work this Committee is evident from the minutesW ‘Major ChichesterJ
pmith mentioned at one debate thatI on moulded ply boatsI it was a little tricky to produce a bright varnish xi.e.
the traditional finish on wooden boats].  ft was agreed that there was no objection to the boats being finished in
different colours which would also make them distinguishable from the existing N2 and N4ft designs.’ Ecairley
N98PW 99F
NR The mast sectionsI developed in conjunction with the oeynolds Aluminium CompanyI were coldJformed from
a seamless aluminium tube.  At this stageI it was not possible to taper the tubesI so a tapered wooden section was
9seal the connectionI the dinghy class was named the cireflyI after one of the parent company’s
most successful aircraft. NS
The cirefly has a good claim to be the world’s first volume production dinghy.  By the late
N9RMsI over 2IMMM dinghies were in use around Britain Ecox N9R9W NTF.  The first four of these
were purchased by pir deoffrey ioulesI Commodore of ftchenor pailing Club EpCFI where
ChichesterJpmith and Currey raced fnternational N4s; the dinghies were namedI ‘ceI ciI co
and cum’.  The cirefly became better known in the sailing community when it was selected
for the N948 llympics.  Though subsequently replacedI it became popular with certain
groupsI including the armed services sailing clubs and ‘public’ Ei.e. feeJpayingF schools.  The
growth of these market segments reflects the type of promotional initiative pursued by
members of this innovation network.  cor exampleI in N9RPI ChichesterJpmith and Currey
were instrumental in launching the ‘mublic pchools cirefly fnvitation Championships’.  The
venue for this an annual eventI promoting interJschools sailing competition and encouraging
younger sailors was ftchenor pC.  fn the early yearsI club members were persuaded to loan
their cirefly dinghies to participating schools.  fn additionI cairey Marine supplied a complete
cirefly each year for presentation to the winning school. NT
rffa cox produced several acclaimed designs for cairey MarineI including a new
fnternational N4I that was modified to take full advantage of hot moulding.  eoweverI there
was some resistance to this new manufacturing process.  At her launch in N94SI the cirefly
was described by critics as beingI ‘suitable for those who liked their dinghies to be cooked
like waffles rather than built like boats.’ EmhillipsJBirt N9T4W 2R8F.  A more serious concern
was raised over the price competitiveness of the product; the cirefly was reputed to cost
almost as much as her traditionallyJbuilt predecessorsI and even cairey Marine’s own
promotional material noted that its fnternational N4 was ‘not inexpensive’.  The only serious
challenge to hot moulding came from the pioneers of a soJcalled ‘buildJherJyourself’
approachI which established an entirely different vehicle for volume production.
fnnovation network EBFW ‘BuildJherJyourself’ – eaylockI mollock and eolt
gust as the new team at cairey Marine was beginning its experiments with industrialJscale
manufacturing in plywood and synthetic adhesivesI another network was forming around a
much simpler application of these technologiesI which would be particularly amenable to
amateur boat building.  This seemingly prosaicI yet in some respects more innovativeI
approach to dinghy construction also has its cast of leading players.  poon after the warI a
keen sailor and former ooyal Air corce officerI droup Captain eaylockI was invited to take
up the editorship of vachting torldI a specialist magazine with editorial offices in central
iondon.  At about the same timeI a preJwar dinghy designerI gack eolt was reJestablishing his
business in mutneyI west iondonI and resuming the construction of kational N2 dinghies.  fn
the N92MsI eolt had learned to sail on the tidal waters of the Thames.  Apprenticed to a
cabinetJmakerI he developed the necessary skills to take over his uncle’s boat repair businessI
which had diversified into dinghy manufacturing.  eolt and his new business partnerI Beecher
MooreI were both active dinghy racers.  Moore had a rather unusualI transJAtlantic
added at the top of the mast.  aespite being a ‘symptomatic cure’I the wooden topmast was promoted as a safety
featureI since it would help to ensure that a capsized dinghy could be righted EBentleyI undatedF.
NS cairey Marine proposed the name cireflyI and it was subsequently approved by the Council of the voA on the
recommendation of the ainghy Committee Ecairley N98PF
NT This annual sailing event for public schools continues to the presentI but the original cirefly first prize was
replaced in N9T2 by an engraved plateI the ‘pir oichard cairey Challenge Trophy’ E‘eistory of the pchools
pailing Championships.’ ftchenor pC archiveF.
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upbringingI being born in oochesterI kew vorkI raised in bngland and educated at earvard.
ee also had some connections to the yacht racing fraternityI having crewed on pir Thomas
popwith’s N9P4 America’s Cup challengerI bndeavour.  The association between eaylockI
eolt and Moore arose out of the efforts of several dinghy sailing enthusiasts to develop an
inexpensive alternative to the traditional Ei.e. carvelJbuiltF fnternational N4. As early as N94SI
this syndicate was responsible for commissioning the eoltJdesigned Merlin dinghyI with
sponsorship from vachting torld magazine.  arawing on this experienceI the magazine’s
editor proposed another new dinghyI the CadetI designed specifically to meet the needs of
young peopleW
‘The advent of marine ply whichI unlike timberI was easy to bendI gave me the idea – beginning with the Cadet
– of the BuildJeerJvourself boats.  A youngster could buy a set of plans or a set of partsI build his own boat and
win a race in her.  phe could also be built by dad in the spare bedroom Eand launched though the windowFI the
drawing room or garage or at school carpentry classes.’ Eeaylock xN9TR] quoted in pandbach 2MMMW NMF
eomeJbuilding was first popularised in the rnited ptates in late N9PMsI based on simple ‘oneJ
design’ classes such as the pnipe and the vJclyer. N8 eoweverI with the introduction of the
Cadet in N948I eaylockI eolt and other actors played a decisive role in translating this
template in the radicallyJdifferent context of postJwar Britain.  eaving got to know eolt
through the Merlin syndicateI eaylock notes that he ‘naturally’ turned to him to design the
Cadet.  eolt’s design was assessed and refined with the help of other members of the
syndicate.  mlans for the new dinghy were again promoted through the pages of vachting
torldI and a new class association was formed.  tithin a few years the Cadet grew to be the
biggest dinghy class in BritainI with more than PIMMM being built in its first decade.  cor
eaylock’s next application of ‘buildJherJyourself’I the aim was to design a ‘general purpose’
dinghy Ei.e. suitable for racingI cruisingI fishing etc.F in order to meet the needs of young
families.  then plans submitted by several other yacht designers proved unsuitableI eaylock
turned again to gack eoltI who developed a prototype in N949.  mlans for the ‘vachting torld
d.m. courteen’ EdmN4F appeared in the aecember N9RM issue of the magazineI highlighting its
homeJbuilding potentialW
‘The vachting torld d.m. courteen has been specially designed for amateur building by gack eolt x...] The five
sheets of working drawings have been prepared as clear and straightforward as they could be.  tith the aid of
these the details to be given in these three articles it should be quite easy for any enthusiast to complete a
successful craft.’ Evachting torld N9RMW 2F
The original instructions assumed that the homeJbuilder was purchasing marine plywood and
other materials independently.  eoweverI from the outsetI the dmN4 was also supplied as a
preJfabricated ‘kit’I with precisionJcut parts for easy assembly.  These kits were manufactured
by the Bell toodworking Company of ieicesterI which became another important actor in
the network. N9 The company was owned by austy mollockI another keen dinghy sailor and a
member of a sailing club in AberdoveyI on the telsh coast.  Bell toodworking had already
established its reputation when it produced the Cadet in kit form.  The kitJbuilding concept
grew out of a longJstanding friendship between the woodworker and the vachting torld
editor.  auring the warI mollock’s company had developed specialised capabilities in the
volume manufacture of a variety of products in the form of plywood kits.  The components
N8 These hard chine dinghies made the first use of marine plywood; plans were promoted in sailing magazines to
encourage homeJbuilding.  pee for exampleI vJclyer E2MM4F.
N9 The dmN4 dinghy has a ‘bell’ logo on its sailI reflecting the close ties with to Bell toodworking.  After much
debate at its first meetingI the dmN4 class association decided to keep this visual identityI though some preferred
to justify it with reference to a local folkJtale Ei.e. the ‘bells of Aberdovey’F.  fn any caseI the company remained
an important supplier for many yearsI its kits being distributed to customers around the world.
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were prefabricated for easy assembly and kits could be readily ‘flatJpacked’I reducing
transportation and storage costs. 2M
The new chineJbuilt plywood dinghiesI like their hotJmoulded counterpartsI were a radical
departure from traditional boat building practice.  As a consequenceI they attracted some
initial resistance and their performance had to be proven. 2N At the end of N949I Aberdovey
pC asked Bell toodworking to supply a number of fullyJassembled dmN4s for trials on the
oiver aovey.  lne of the club members recalled thatW
‘The locals were aghast with pain at what they sawI a plywood boat – and their comments varied from “it will
not float” to “it will capsize as soon as the sails fill – bound toI it has a wooden centre board”.  eoweverI a boat
was launched and came fully up to expectations.’ EeowardJaavies xc. N9TM] quoted in pandbach 2MMMW 8F
collowing a successful series of trialsI the dmN4 was adopted by the clubI and during the
N9RMLRN seasonI ‘at least ten’ other clubs around Britain followed suit.  fn kovember N9RNI a
class association was formed and in N9RPI the class became affiliated to ooyal vachting
Association Ethe reJnamed voAFI further securing its position.
The sailing clubsW a technological testingJground
auring the N9RMs and early N9SMsI sailing clubs acted as the primary testingJground for
dinghies manufactured under the new technologies.  tith many new classes being introduced
competition on the water mirrored that taking place in the marketplace.  As a consequenceI
clubs and their memberships can be seen as playing a crucial role in the elaboration of each
innovation network.  eot moulded and chineJbuilt dinghies continued to have their detractorsI
with assessments being based on a range of design featuresI not simply the hull constructionW
‘At firstI the dm’s raced together and on even terms with the cirefly’s and rivalry was keen.  matronising
references to “picnic boats” were countered by charges of discomfort and downright cruelty to cirefly crews
exposed always to the imminent danger of decapitation xby its low boom].’ Eooyal tindermere vacht Club
N9SMF
pailing club histories provide a valuable insight into the changing fortunes of the rival
networksI and the different ways that each engaged with its respective customer base.  The
process is exemplified in the case of eardway pC.  At the club’s foundation in N94RI the fleet
comprised a diverse assortment of mostly homeJbuilt dinghies.  auring its initial search for a
suitable class for racingI the club adopted the preJwar practice of commissioning local
designsW
‘After a whileI the club started looking for its own Class.  ptokes Bay had one design or Bay boatsI iee on the
polent the peagullsI mortsmouth the ptormalongs and mortchester the aucks.’ Eeardway pC archiveF
Though the late N94Ms and early N9RMsI the club introduced two of these oneJdesign dinghiesI
the eardwaytinds and eardway peabirds.  fn N9RMI it also took on the eoltJdesigned Cadet
for junior membersI ‘but only four were built.’  fn N9R4I Charles Currey of the nearby cairey
2M solume production of preJfabricated kits appears to have originated as a response to wartime food shortagesI
and the imperatives of selfJsufficiency.  ainghy kits were originally delivered via the rail network.  tith
reference to the CadetI cox EN9R9W N4F notes thatI ‘ln arrivalI it is wise to examine the two parcels carefully for
any breakagesI as the railway will not accept damage claims unless they are made within fortyJeight hours of
delivery.’
2N Another chineJbuilt dinghy produced in marine plywood at this timeI the British MothI gained the derisive
description ‘ftsy bitsy xi.e. very small] matchboxes’ by the owners of traditionallyJbuilt dinghies EBritish Moth
Association archiveF.
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Marine sent three of its hot moulded Albacore dinghies to local clubs for trials.  The
AlbacoreI which cairey had modified from its earlier pwordfish designI was ‘an immediate
success’I and proved to be a popular class at eardway and at other local clubs. eoweverI by
N9R9I the club records state that racing was ‘at a low ebb’I and the search was on for another
suitable dinghy.  This timeI the club selected the bnterpriseI another eoltJdesigned chine
dinghyI which was sponsored by a national newspaperI the kews Chronicle.  crom this point
onI it is possible to detect signs of a new approach to dinghy sailingI with larger fleets and
increased participation in nationalJlevel competitionsW
‘The club already had one bnterprise and a syndicate was formed to build six from kits.  These were followed by
many moreI both home and professionally built.  Altogether there were PPI and at any one time there were at
least 24 in the clubI and eardway were well known on the national sceneI with boats travelling all over the
country.’ Eeardway pC archiveF.
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The existing sailing clubs could not accommodate the rapidly expanding population of dinghy
ownersI and many new clubs were formed in this period.  Though their memberships were
often more geographically dispersed than their predecessorsI the new clubs continued to
embody a strong communal ethos Ecigure PF.  oace day catering was provided by ‘the ladies’I
‘working parties’ were formed to build and maintain club facilitiesI and racing was combined
with social eventsI such as ‘laying up’ dinners.  Many clubs actively encouraged selfJbuildingI
a social practice that coincided with their spirit of egalitarianism and mutual support. 22
Mirrors and MermaidsW elaborating the ‘buildJherJyourself’ template
By the early N9SMsI the combination of ‘buildJherJyourself’ and chine construction techniques
had become the dominant template for volume productionI and the original innovation
network was joined by several imitative collaborations.  The subsequent elaboration of these
networks is illustrated by the contrasting fortunes of the Mirror and Mermaid dinghies.
auring N9SPI the specialJinterest magazine ao it vourself ran a series of articles promoting
theMermaidI an NNft EP.4mF dinghy.  fn the following yearI a highJcirculation national
newspaperI the aaily Mirror sponsored a dinghy of a similar size.  The Mermaid was
designed by a former school teacherI ooger eancock. 2P ao it vourself magazine described
theMermaid asI ‘probably the only small general purpose dinghy designed specifically to be
built by the amateur without the need or the expense of a factoryJproduced kit of wooden
parts.’ Eao it vourself N9SSW NMNPF.  The homeJbuilder was catered for in various waysI
including the use of readilyJavailable and standard sized materialsI and no requirement for
jigs or frames to support the boat during construction Eao it vourself N9SPW T89F Ecigure 4F.
eoweverI though potential purchasers were directed to a number of boat buildersI chandlers
and timber merchants around the countryI the Mermaid was not made available in kitJform.
lne result of magazine promotion was that early owners were widely distributed in Britain
and overseas.  The class association established regional representativesI with the intention of
stimulating competition and further interest in the dinghy.  fn some casesI this led to the
formation of new sailing clubs byMermaid ownersI which in turn acted as a catalyst for
22 cor exampleI oeading pC Efounded N9R4F aimed toI ‘encourage the buildingI sailing and racing of sailing
dinghies’I while in the early years of eelensburgh pC Efounded N9RNFI ‘several members coJoperated in the
construction of these xkitJform plywood] craft in various sheds throughout the town’ Eoeading pC and
eelensburgh pC club histories – emphasis addedF.
2P The design originated from a school projectI but eancock also ran evening classes in boat buildingI where the
first Mermaid was built Ebarll 2MM4F.
NP
future promotional activity. 24 TheMirror and Mermaid were regarded as rivals throughout
this periodI the spirit of competition being particularly evident at salesJoriented events such as
the national ainghy bxhibition. 2R
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TheMirror dinghy was based on an original design by Barry BucknellI a wellJknown
television personality who hosted one of the first ‘home improvement’ shows. 2S iike the
MermaidI it was designed in plywood for amateur constructionI but its potential market was
broadened in various ways.  cirstlyI it was easier to build.  Bucknell introduced a new
construction techniqueI known as ‘stitch and glue’I in which the plywood panels were stitched
together with copper wireI then sealed with an epoxy resin applied to fibreglass tape.  The
dinghy was also based on a simple ‘pram’ designI with a squareJshaped bow.    pecondlyI it
was promoted through an initial association with a leading massJmarket newspaper and from
longerJterm relationships with other established industry figures.  The aaily Mirror’s
marketing department created a visual identity for the dinghyI with a distinctive red sail and
an insignia that echoed the newspaper’s masthead. then the first Mirror dinghies were
unveiled at the N9SP Boat phowI the unconventional design drew some sceptical comments.
eoweverI theMirror gained additional credibility from its explicit connection to gack eoltI
while public awareness was increased through the energetic efforts of eolt’s business partnerI
Beecher Moore.  eis ambitious promotional programme included the first ‘buropean
Championships’I held in the pouth of crance as early as N9SS.  ThirdlyI the Mirror was
widely available in kit form. crom the outsetI kits were supplied by Bell toodworkingI
perpetuating that company’s longJestablished links with eolt and Moore and providing an
wellJproven vehicle for volume production.
The sales record of the Mirror and Mermaid dinghies indicate the extent to which boat
building and sailing had been transformed.  By N9TNI when the Mirror class association
became fully independent of the newspaperI it had already become one of the world’s largest
dinghy classes.  corty years on from its launchI the Mirror remains popularI with more than
TMIMMM boats having been built to date.  The Mermaid class grew at a more modest rate.
iacking the continuing support of its original sponsorI aoJitJvourself magazineI the task of
establishing a distinct identity fell to the designerI ooger eancockI and to the early owners of
Mermaid dinghies.  The class association gained ovA recognition in N9SR and membership
increased with gradual adoptions by existing sailing clubsI and through new club formations.
fn N9S9 the Mermaid Class association was able to celebrate its RMMth sail numberI and it is
estimated that more than one thousand were built in total.  eoweverI these numbers proved
24 fn N9SPI the Mermaid class association secretary wrote to all those who had purchased plansI ‘dood luck with
your building; f suggest you choose a secluded corner for your construction; wives tend to get a bit frayed
around the edges as building progresses!’  ee reminded purchasersI ‘aon’t forget to write to me when you have
completed your boatI then f shall be able to arrange meetings in your area.’ Eietter to membersI N9SP – Mermaid
Class Association archiveF.
2R cor exampleI in reflecting on the promotional potential of exhibitionsI the secretary of the Mermaid class
association remarked thatI ‘iast year was a huge success and a lot of Mermaid friendships were made and even
one or two “Mirror” types were converted.  mlease come along and help to spread the “Mermaid” gospel.’
Eietter to membersI cebruary N9S9 – Mermaid Class Association archiveF.
2S Bucknell was not an experienced boat designerI and his prototype was referred to Bernard eayman of
vachting torldI then a Mirror droup publication.  eayman recommended that gack eolt be consulted regarding
its seaworthinessI and a number of modifications were made.
N4
insufficient to maintain the necessary infrastructure for interJ and intraJclub competition at a
national level.  Classes could not survive without a sufficient base of active membersI willing
to travel to other clubs around the country and participate in championships.  aespite two reJ
designs Eincluding weight reductions and the introduction of ‘stitch and glue’ techniquesF the
class experienced a steady decline in its membership during the N9TMs. 2T
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The remaining paragraphs review some of the main findings from the historical narrative in
relation to the main theoretical issues identified in the introductory paragraphs.  ThoughI as
we have notedI historical writing makes a point of conveying the ‘provisional and uncertain’
nature of interpretation Ebvans 2MMMW NM9FI it is possible to identify some tentative conclusions
regarding network configurationsI network dynamicsI and the coJevolution of technological
capabilitiesI firms and networks in their respective institutional settings.  The closing section
reflects on the historical narrative approach adopted in this studyI and comments on its
potential application in the field of innovation and industrial dynamics.
Contrasting network configurations and network dynamics
The narrative showed how British boat building took two distinct routes towards the volume
production of dinghies.  The ‘buildJherJyourself’ network reproduced essential elements of an
imported templateI based around oneJdesignI chine construction and with a strong orientation
towards homeJbuilding.  By contrastI the ‘hot moulding’ network can be seen as a classical
hybridI combining novel technological capabilities in volume production Ei.e. processes
derived from aircraft manufacturingFI with the perpetuation of earlier institutional practices
associated with Britain’s elite yachting heritage.  The subsequent dynamics of intraJindustry
competition in the period N94RJN9SR were based on an interaction between these preJexisting
capabilities and the actors’ contrasting perceptions of market opportunity.  fn reflecting on
this processI it may be helpful to begin by considering outcomesW was either of the original
innovation networks ‘successful’ in its stated goal of producing affordable dinghies in
sufficient volume for the postJwar market?  The result is not quite as straightforward as it
might appear.  fn terms of sheer numbers of dinghies manufactured in the period N94RJN9SRI
we can conclude that hot moulding in plywood proved itself unequal to ‘buildJherJyourself’.
Most of the new British dinghy classes in this period were of chine construction and by the
early N9SMs new entrants such as the Mirror were imitating and elaborating upon ‘buildJherJ
yourself’ rather than the rival technology.  eoweverI hot moulding did continue in operation
throughout the periodI producing many successful designs.  cairey MarineI the pioneer of hot
mouldingI has a strong claim to be the world’s first volume manufacturer of fullyJassembled
dinghies.  curthermoreI in the next episode of technological innovation Ei.e. from the midJ
N9SMsFI the focus of volume manufacturing would shift decisively away from the kit
manufacturers and homeJbuildersI and towards volume manufacturing in com.  corty years
onI factoryJbased production of moulded com dinghies has become the normI so in this senseI
the hotJmoulders anticipated the future of volume production.
fn turning to an explanation for the extended coJexistence of these networksI and for their
distinctive trajectoriesI we begin to confront the complex interplay between different levels of
2T The Mermaid Class Association’s peptemberJlctober N9TT newsletter highlights the requirements for success
in the new competitive landscapeW ‘till the Mermaid be racing next year? This remains to be seen.  oememberI
the hingsmead club would no longer suffer us due to our poor attendance ... and despite their hospitalityI the
magham vacht Club may soon close their doors to us. ... po come on you lethargic bunch of nonJtravellersI wake
up and revive vlro class!’ EMermaid Class Association archiveF.
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analysis.  cor exampleI the narrative has highlighted focal individualsI such as caireyI
ChichesterJpmith and Currey Ehot mouldingF and eaylockI eoltI Moore and mollock EbuildJ
herJyourselfF.  ft is clear that each network was intensely personalI being populated by
individuals whose shared enthusiasm for sailing provided the basis for a number of strong ties
with other actors Ecf. marsons and oose 2MMPI Blundel and Thatcher 2MMRF.  The energy and
entrepreneurial initiative of these individuals in ‘created’ new paths into the future by
enacting and refining their preJexisting networks of informal contacts EConway N99TI
gohannisson 2MMMF.  eoweverI the ways in which individuals in each network drew upon
available resources to generate new technological capabilities was shaped by their immediate
context Ee.g. cairey’s aviation heritageF and by proximate institutions Ee.g. ChichesterJpmith’s
close connections with the voA and his colleagues’ strong ties to other parts of the yachting
‘establishment’F.
These networks were each created in response to the same ‘structureJloosening event’
EMadhavan et al. N998F.  The former templateI based around localised networks of smallI
artisanal boat buildersI was fatally disrupted by the consequences of war.  The new networks
pursued their distinctive strategies in order to negotiate and gain legitimacy in the immediate
postJwar environment Ecf. gones 2MMNW 92NF.  The hot moulders made use of established
institutions Ei.e. the voAI elite sailing clubs and the llympic CommitteeF to bolster an
innovative proprietary technologyI while the buildJherJyourself network drew on a newerI
more egalitarian set of valuesI in which access to a much simpler and more easily replicated
technology was actively disseminated through popular magazines and newspapers.  lne
common element is that both networks sought to legitimise the new construction technologies
through the reputations of established designers.   These legitimacy strategies were reflected
in the contrasting initial configurations of the two networks.  The hot moulding network
revolved around a close alliance between the managerial team at a new manufacturing
subsidiary within the sector EcaireyI ChichesterJpmithI CurreyFI and an established designer
of racing yachts and dinghies EcoxF; the principal actors were all coJlocated in the polent areaI
the traditional home of British yacht racing.  By contrastI the buildJherJyourself network was
broaderJbased and more geographically dispersed.  ft was orchestrated by a iondonJbased
sailorJturnedJjournalistI EeaylockFI and included a boat designer in west iondon EeoltFI an
AngloJAmerican businessman EMooreF and a manufacturer of preJfabricated kits based in a
provincial city EmollockF.  These differences in network configuration and in legitimacy
strategy had the effect of inserting an institutional isolating mechanism between the networksI
which reduced the scope for imitative behaviour Elliver N99TF. 28 As a consequenceI though
each innovation network drew upon similar platform technologiesI they were applied in
entirely different waysI giving rise to contrasting sets of extended capabilities.  fn accounting
for the differences in configuration and dynamics of each networkI it is also important to
acknowledge some blurring at the margins.  cor exampleI many chine dinghiesI including the
dmN4I were also manufactured by professional boat builders and joinery companiesI albeit on
a modest scale and primarily to serve regional markets Epandbach 2MMMW RMJR2F.  pimilarlyI in
addition to its fullyJassembled dinghiesI cairey Marine did produce a number of hull shellsI
some of which were sent for finishing to professional buildersI with others being supplied to
homeJbuilders Efnternational RMR Class Association archiveF.  eoweverI these overlaps only
serve to emphasise the divergence in performance and outcomes observed during this period.
The hot moulders did not manage to establish themselves as manufacturers of less expensiveI
28 peveral British firms developed hotJmoulding capabilities during the pecond torld tarI but it appears that
cairey Marine was the only firm to apply the technique to volume production of sailing dinghies.  cor a
comparative perspective on the role of isolating mechanismsI see gones’s E2MMNF insightful historical analysis of
coJevolution in the American film industryI N89RJN92M.
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high volume dinghiesI despite isolated efforts in this direction Ee.g. the cairey Marine dannetI
a simpler N4ft E4.PmF dinghyF.  The buildJherJyourself network and its later imitators were
thus able to occupy the ‘mainstream’ market for almost two decadesI prior to the arrival of a
new generation of com moulding firms that entered the industry from the midJN9SMs.
Methodological reflection
This paper comprised an empirical examination of coJevolutionary processesI presented in the
form of an historical narrative.  The study addressed the interplay between technological
capabilities and industrial dynamicsI with a particular focus on the contrasting configurations
and dynamics of two rival innovation networks.   fn constructing the narrative we have drawn
on the methodologies and presentational conventions of the business historian.  Though the
results remain somewhat tentativeI they provide an opportunity for reflection on the potential
role of historicallyJinformed studies in promoting the coJevolutionary research agenda.
The justification for adopting business historical methodsI and the associated narrative formatI
was based on their capacity to reveal intricate and highly contextJspecific causal relationships
between levels of analysis.  curthermoreI it was argued that evidence of this kind would not
be forthcoming from commonlyJused social scientific approaches.  The inclusion of
quotations from contemporary sources and other detailed evidence was supported on the
grounds that by seeking to reconstruct the subjective perceptions and strategic actions of
actorsI the historian can counterJbalance the deterministic flavour of some evolutionary
theorising Emenrose N9R9I Montgomery N99RF.  eoweverI in emphasising the ‘storyJtelling’I
contribution of the historical approachI the study also exemplified its inherent tension with the
social scientific pursuit of abstraction and theoretical analysis.  collowing dourvish EN99RFI
we have examined the proposition that historical case studies have considerable explanatory
valueI subject to being formulated in the light of relevant theoretical constructs.
kotwithstanding the successI or otherwiseI of the present study in satisfying this purposeI it
has served to highlight two broader methodological questions for those seeking to promote
the coJevolutionary research agenda.  cirstlyI can interJdisciplinary research in this field find a
way of reconciling the different imperatives of historians and social scientistsI or at least of
promoting a more productive dialogue across disciplinary boundaries Eeannah N984I Clark
and oowlinson 2MM4F.  pecondlyI is it necessary to incorporate overJarching social theoretical
frameworksI such as critical realism Ee.g. thittington N989I gones 2MMNFI structuration Ee.g.
harnøe and kygaard N999I tindeler and pydow 2MMNFI or social mechanisms Ee.g. Coleman
N99MI eedström and pwedberg N998FI in order to meet the empirical challenges of articulating
between different levels of analysis? EBlundel 2MMSF.  fn the light of these questionsI we
conclude that coJevolutionary research would benefit from an expansion in the body of
published empirical workI coupled with a more vigorous critical debate that probes its
conceptual foundations and elaborates its methodologies.
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